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FIELDS OF THE NEPHILIM
August 10, 2014  · by ronnie  · in doom, goth, industrial  · Leave a comment  

Having spent most of my teenage years ‘�ouring up’ my friends in an attempt

to resemble the post-apocalyptic cowboys from hell look, I was chu�ed to

catch up with Carl McCoy, head honcho of Fields Of The Nephilim… A band

truly ahead of their time, especially when you listen back to albums such as

their 1988 (yes, it was really that long ago!) self-titled opus and 1990’s follow-

up ‘Elizium’. This feature from Terrorizer 216, Nov 2011, is for all you people

who can never look at a bag of �our in the same way… enjoy!

Fields Of The Nephilim

Words: Ronnie Kerswell-O’Hara

s/f:

“There’s nothing easy about being in a band but I think people know that

what we do isn’t for the wrong reasons, i.e. making music for attention or just

for a living – I’ve turned my back on a lot of that.” No one can accuse

frontman Carl McCoy of being insincere in his motives. Since forming the

band in 1984 he has remained true to his word and has even ‘turned his back’

on the industry when he temporarily left the band in 1991, just as Fields Of

The Nephilim seemed poised for commercial success. Picking up the musical
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mantle once again in 1996 with ‘Zoon’ (released as The Ne�ilim), Carl believes

that the audiences’ feedback is the driving force behind his hard work. “That’s

what drives me more than anything,” he nods. “Some people want bands and

artists to believe in, they want reality; they don’t want someone that is going

to lead them up the garden path. We’ve never done that and I’m quite proud

of that. It has made it harder for us and we’re still accepted, the audience

hasn’t got any smaller – in fact it seems to be growing. It’s going to be an

interesting few years ahead of us.”

He can certainly say that again. Although ’The Nephilim (completed by

guitarists Gavin King and Tom Edwards, drummer Lee Newell, bassist Snake)

may have been out of the public forum aside from a clutch of dates over the

past few years, Carl has been busy plotting the next move and writing

material which will result in a busy 2012. “I’ve been waiting on some release

dates to come through – that’s all happening at the moment and there will be

some material coming out soon,” he con�irms. “I’m trying to �ind new ways of

releasing stu�. Being completely committed to a record label worked for us

in the past when we were all younger but it’s not the way I want to work now.”

Finding new ways to get their message across is an important factor in the

band’s success and thanks to mediums like the internet, ’The Nephilim have

seen a while new legion of young fans join the fold. “Attracting a fresh young

audience is a healthy sign and one hell of a complement. It’s the reason to

still go forward with what we do as we’re not just playing to people that are

my age and without that new audience I’d think we’d had our day,” says Carl

who admits that the band’s near three decades in the business have not

always been easy. “There were a lot of dif�icult times. We worked very hard in

the early days and our feet didn’t touch the ground for quite a few years. The

challenge was moving forward into the unknown all the time and getting let

down by the industry can make it very dif�icult for you. When you are brand

new to the music industry you don’t really realise what’s going on at the time

and go with the �ow as at least you get to do what you love doing. But any

problems that might have occurred accumulate later on. You can’t go back

you can only move forward. If you don’t like what you are doing, just change

it. Looking in the past all the time is irrelevant, I’ve had a better time since

then and I’m looking forward to where we’re going; where we’ve come from

is just my apprenticeship as far as I’m concerned.”

Looking forward is always something that Fields Of The Nephilim have

excelled at. While most of their early goth peers were heavily in�uenced by

the past, these veritable sonic timelords were absorbing in�uences from the

past, present and future and are still one of the scene’s most visionary and

forward-thinking out�its. You could credit Carl McCoy as the creative driving

force but, with “more of an interest in recording” than singing, it was by fate

rather than design that he picked up the mic. “I didn’t have any intention of

becoming a vocalist; I became a vocalist as we couldn’t �ind one so I ended up

doing it myself,” recalls the man whose interest in recording stemmed from

listening to the sound e�ects made by the BBC Stereophonic Workshop. “I

used to listen to a lot of those stories with the sound e�ects on the radio

when I was a youngster so that’s how I got into audio. I come from a
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 Follow The Metal Vaultsoundtrack background and I was more interested in that. I liked recording

and experimenting with sounds and e�ects, and creating atmospheres on

these old tape recorders you could dub; it was like a basic multi track.” With

that in mind, it’s no surprise that albums such as ‘Zoon’ and their 1988 self-

titled e�ort are tempered by moody atmospheres and spine-chilling

atmospherics, none more so than the voice of English occultist and mystic

Aleister Crowley which occasionally peppers selected tracks in their massive

back catalogue. “I acquired some of his old clay disc recordings years ago;

some of it was quite �itting and went hand in hand with what we were trying

to achieve so we threw a lot of that onto the ‘Elizium’ album. I’ve read a lot

about him especially when I was a youngster and I admire what he was

about,” adds the singer. “He’s an interesting character for a start who made

some big achievements but a lot of people just see [the Satanist] side; people

don’t understand him and he didn’t take himself as seriously as people may

think.”

The same could be said of the frontman, however when it comes to his work

which, together with the music also includes a body of art (of which he says

he plans to exhibit in the future) and his Sheer Faith design company, he is

extremely passionate. The future is looking very ‘�oury’ indeed: “All I can say

is watch this space! We’ll be out there with some new products that hopefully

will take us to new heights and new places. I’m very excited.”

http://www.�ields-of-the-nephilim.com
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